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GALE TRANSFORM FOR SETS OF
POINTS ON THE VERONESE SURFACE IN P5
DAVIDE FRANCO
Introduction.
The present work stems from an attempt to �nding a general result con-cerning the Gale transform of sets of points contained in a smooth projectivesurface.In the classical literature there are many sparse results concerning the Galetransform (classically called association ) of special con�gurations of points(see [1], [2], [3]) but no general geometric description of the Gale transformof a collection of points belonging to a given projective variety is known. A�rst fundamental result in this direction in the case of projective curves is theTheorem of Goppa [6] (see also the �rst section of this paper) which asserts thatif a set of points is contained in some projective curve, then its Gale transformis contained in a different embedding of the same curve.Very recently, D. Eisenbud and S. Popescu gave a generalization of the Goppastheorem to rational scrolls and Veronese embeddings (see [5]). For instance,they proved that if a set is contained in a rational scroll then its Gale transform iscontained in another scroll which is obtained via an elementary transformationof the �rst.No general geometric result about the Gale transform of sets of pointscontained in a general projective surface seems presently to be known.In this paper we will study the Gale transform of sets of point contained in aVeronese quartic surface in P5. We will also give partial results concerning
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other Veronese surfaces.
The following statement collects our main result:
Theorem. Let � be a general �nite set of points contained in the Veronesequartic surface V ⊂ P5. Then its Gale transform �� can be characterized asfollows:
a) if deg(�) = 11, then the Gale transform �� ⊂ P4 is contained in two delPezzo quartic surfaces whose intersection is the union of the set �� and aline L. In this case ��∪L is the scheme theoretic intersectionof 4 quadrics;
b) if deg(�) = 12, then the Gale transform �� ⊂ P5 is contained in a Segrethreefold W � P1 × P2 ⊂ P5, on which it is the base locus of a net inH 0(OW (1, 2)). In this case, there exists a plane � such that the union
�� ∪� is the scheme theoretic intersection of 6 quadrics;
c) if deg(�) > 12, then �� is contained in a coneK over the Veronese surface
V and the Gale transformationof �� is the projection from the vertex ofK.
The outline of the paper is the following:In the �rst section we will collect general facts concerning the Gale transform.In the second we will recall well known properties of the del Pezzos surfaces.The last three sections of the paper will be devoted to the proof of the Theoremabove. We will also give in the last section a partial result concerning otherVeronese surfaces.
This work collects the results obtained by the author during the schoolPRAGMATIC 97 held in Catania by David Eisenbud and Sorin Popescu. Iam very grateful to them for the list of problems they suggested and for thecontinuous help and encouragement.
I am also grateful to the local organizers and to the young participants for thewarm and friendly atmosphere.
1. De�nitions and preliminary results.
We begin with the de�nition of the Gale transform as given in the paper[4], [5] (our ground �eld will always be C ).
De�nition. Let � be a Gorenstein �nite scheme. The Gale transform of a linearseries (V , L) on � is the linear series (V⊥, K� ⊗ L−1) where K� denotes thecanonical line bundle of � and V⊥ ⊂ H 0(K�⊗ L−1) denotes the annihilator ofV ⊂ H 0(L) with respect to the Serre duality (after the choice of a trace map).
The following proposition is proved in [4].
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Proposition. Let � be a �nite reduced scheme. If the linear series (V , L)de�nes an embedding of � in Pr := P(V ), r ≥ 1, with ideal sheaf I� , thenSerre duality induces a natural identi�cation V⊥ � H 1(I� (1))∗ .
We will denote in the sequel by �� ⊂ P(V⊥) := Ps the embedding givenby the Gale transform linear series ( where always r + s + 2 = deg(�)).The following fundamental theorem characterize the Gale transform of schemescontained in projective curves:
Goppas Theorem. ([6], [4], [5]). If � ⊂ Pr is as above and such that � ⊂C ⊂ P(H 0(OC (H ))) = Pr , where C is a smooth linearly normal curve, thenthe Gale transform�� is the image (in its linear span) of � ⊂ C under the linearsystem | KC + � − H |.
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel:
Lemma. If � is a reduced �nite scheme contained in a Veronese surface Vd ,where P2 � Vd ⊂ P (d+2)(d+1)2 −1 := PN , then H 1(I�,PN (1))∗ � H 1(I�,P2 (d))∗ .
Proof. This follows taking cohomology in the sequence
0 −→ IVd (1) −→ I�(1) −→ I�,Vd (1) −→ 0
since H 1(IVd (1)) = H 2(IVd (1)) = 0. �
Combining the proposition above with the previous lemma we �nd that theGale transform of a set � ⊂ Vd is induced by the linear series H 1(I�,P2 (d))∗ .
2. Some further useful results.
In this section we will begin the study of the Gale transform of a set ofpoints � ⊂ P5 contained in a Veronese quartic surface V, when deg(�) =11, 12 ( the case of 10 points, the �rst interesting one, is treated in [5] ). Weessentially show that the Gale transform �� ⊂ Ph h = 4, 5 lies on many delPezzos surfaces.
To this end, start with � ⊂ P2 ∼= V2 ⊂ P5, deg(�) = 11 or 12, considera general pencil L ∈ Gr(2, H 0(I�,P2 (4))), and let C denote a smooth quarticcurve in the pencil L. The base locus of the pencil L is the set � ∪ �L, where
�L is a residual set such that deg(�L) = 4, or 5.The following lemma relates part of the cohomology of I� in terms of that ofthe ideal sheaf of �L .
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Lemma. For i = 2, 3 we have isomorphisms:
H 1(I�,P2 (i))∗ � H 0(I�L ,P2 (5− i)).
Proof. Consider the sequences
0 −→ OP2 (i − 4) −→ I� (i) −→ OC (il − �) −→ 0
and 0 −→ OP2 ( j − 4) −→ I�L ( j ) −→ OC ( j l − �L) −→ 0,
where l denotes the divisor class of the embedding of C in the plane. The�rst sequence and Serre duality give H 1(I�(i))∗ � H 1(OC (il − �))∗ �H 0(OC (�+(1−i)l)), while the second yields H 0(I�L ( j )) � H 0(OC ( j l−�L)),when j < 4. The claim follows since � ∪ �L � 4l on C . �
Let S�L := P2(�L) be the blow up of P2 along �L , and denote by πL thenatural map to the plane. The linear system H 0(I�L (3)) provides an embeddingi�L : S�L −→ Ph (h = 4, 5) as a del Pezzo surface. To avoid cumbersomenotations, we will denote by L both the linear pencil of plane quartics and itsproper transform in S�L . Notice that the base locus of L in S�L is π−1L (�).
Proposition. For any pencil L, the Gale transform of � ⊂ V2 ⊂ P5 is
�� := i�L (�) ⊂ S�L . Conversely, if a set �� ⊂ S�L ⊂ Ph is the base locus ofthe pencil L in S�L , then its Gale transform � ⊂ P5 is contained in a Veronesesurface V2 ⊂ P5.
Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the Goppas theorem applied to ageneral (smooth) curve C belonging to the pencil L.Indeed, if � ⊂ C ⊂ V2, then Goppas theorem says that �� is the image of
� under linear system |KC + � − 2l|. But � ∪ �L � 4l on C , whence
|KC + � − 2l| = |� − l| = |3l − �L|, which is the linear series giving theembedding of the corresponding del Pezzos surface.Conversely, suppose now that �� is the base locus of L in S�L . Then theunion πL(��) ∪ �L is the base locus of a pencil of plane quartics. Let Cbe a general quartic curve in this pencil. Again, Goppas theorem tells usthat the Gale transform � of �� is the image of πL(��) in the linear system
|KC + πL(��) − (3l − �L)| on C . We may conclude since the previous linearseries is just |2l|, which de�nes the Veronese surface in P5. �
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3. The Gale transform of a general set of 11 points on the Veronese surface.
This section is devoted to the proof of the following:
Theorem. Suppose � is a general set of 11 points on the Veronese surface
V2 ⊂ P5. Then, the Gale transform �� of � is contained in two del Pezzoquartic surfaces whose intersection is the union of �� and a line L.
In this case, h0(I�� ,P2 (2)) = 4 and (I�� )2 generates the homogeneous idealof �� ∪ L .Conversely, if �� is a general set of 11 points in P4 such that h0(I�� (2)) = 4, andsuch that the generators of H 0(I�� (2)) de�ne scheme theoretically the union of
�� with a line, then the Gale transform � ⊂ P5 of �� is contained in a Veronesesurface.
The proof of the theorem is a consequence of the following three lemmas.We keep in force the notations introduced in the last section, and so L ∈Gr(2, H 0(I�,P2 (4))) denotes a general pencil and C is a general quartic quarticbelonging to L. The base locus of L is a set � ∪�L , where �L is a residual setof 5 points.Furthermore, S�L := P2(�L) ⊂ P4 will denote the del Pezzos embedding viaiL , and πL its natural projection onto the plane. Finally, let DL be the uniqueconic containing the set �L , and by LL its image with respect to iL . Notice thatLL is a line in P4.
Lemma 1. The line LL does not depend on the choice of the pencil L. (Thuswe will denote it in the sequel by L).
Proof. It suf�ces to notice that LL is the base component of the subseries givenby the image of the natural map H 0(I�L (2)) × H 0(OP2 (1)) −→ H 0(I�L (3)),which is independent of the choice of the pencil L. This is a consequence ofthe isomorphisms established in the lemma proved in Section 2. �
Combining Lemma 1 above with the proposition proved in section II, wededuce that S�L ∩ S�
L
⊃ � ∪ L for any pair of pencils L and L as above.
Moreover, as the following lemma shows, we have equality as soon as the twopencils are general:
Lemma 2. For a general choice of pencils L and L, S�L ∩ S�L = �� ∪ L.
Proof. A del Pezzo surface S�L is a complete intersection of two quadrics in
P4. The quadrics de�ning S�
L
restrict to a pencil |Q| ⊂ P(H 0(OS�
L
(2))), and
the intersection S�L ∩ S�
L
is just the base locus of |Q|. Clearly, a divisor in
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|Q| is the union of L with a curve which varies in a subseries |Q| contained in
L. The base locus of Q is the union of L and the base locus of |Q|.There are two possibilities: either |Q| �lls L or not. In the �rst case we aredone because the base locus of L on S�L is �� . In the second case |Q| isrepresented by a �xed curve L ∪ X , where X belongs to both pencils L and
L. So, the two pencils contain isomorphic curves. Now, recall that two planequartics (canonical curves) are isomorphic iff there is a linear automorphismof the plane sending one curve to the other. But the only automorphism of theplane �xing � is the identity, so two general pencils L and L have no curve incommon, and this concludes the proof. �
Lemma 3. Let �� ⊂ P4 be a set of 11 points such that h0(I�� (2)) = 4, and suchthat these quadrics de�ne scheme theoretically the union of �� and a disjoint lineL. Then the Gale transform � ⊂ P5 of �� is contained in a Veronese surface.
Proof. The main point to prove is that there is a smooth del Pezzo quartic Scontaining both L and ��.We begin by showing that the general quadric Y in H 0(I��∪L(2)) is smooth. ByBertini, Y is smooth outside �� ∪ L , since H 0(I��∪L (2)) generates IL(2). Since
�� is reduced, for each point γ ∈��, the maximal ideal mγ in the local ring at γis generated by a basis in H 0(I��∪L(2)), whence Y must be smooth at γ .We are left to check the smoothness along L . Since H 0(I��∪L (2)) generates
IL (2), the natural evaluation H 0(I��∪L(2))⊗OL −→ N ∗L(2) is surjective (where
N
∗L denotes the conormal bundle of L). The quadric Y is singular at some pointp ∈ L iff the corresponding section of N ∗L(2) vanishes at p. Thus it suf�cesto prove that the general quadric Y vanishes nowhere in N ∗L(2), and this is aconsequence of a well known result of Serre which is stated at the end of thesection for the readers convenience.To prove now that �� ∪ L is contained in a smooth quartic del Pezzo surface,it suf�ces to repeat the argument above for a general member in the linearsystem H 0(I��∪L ,Y (2)). Again, smoothness at each point of �� follows becauseH 0(I��∪L ,Y (2)) generates the maximal ideal at such points. Finally, smoothnessalong L is again a consequence of the fact that H 0(I��∪L ,Y (2)) generates theconormal bundle of L in Y .In conclusion, there exists a smooth del Pezzo quartic S containing both L and
��, and moreover S can be identi�ed to S�L for some pencil L, whose elementscontain both L and ��. The remaining quadrics in H 0(I��∪L ,Y (2)) cut on S�L alinear series whose moving part is L, and whose base locus is ��. The lemmafollows now from the proposition proved in Section 2. �
Proposition. (Serre). Let E be a vector bundle over a smooth variety M suchthat rank(E) > dim(M). If E is generated by global sections, then the general
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element of a vector space W ⊂ H 0(E) (of dimension> rank(E)) generating Evanishes nowhere.
4. The Gale transform of a general set of 12 points on the Veronese surface.
In this section we prove the following
Theorem. Suppose � is a general set of 12 points on the Veronese surfacein P5. Then, the Gale transform �� of � is contained in a Segre threefoldV � P1 × P2 ⊂ P5 , where it is the base locus of a net in H 0(OV (1, 2)). In thiscase, there exists a plane � such that the union �� ∪� is the scheme theoreticintersection of 6 quadrics.
Conversely, if �� ⊂ P5 is a general set of 12 points such that there exists aplane� whose union with �� is the scheme theoretic intersection of 6 quadrics,then the Gale transform � of �� is contained in a Veronese surface in P5.
As above, each pencil L ⊂ H 0(I�,P2 (4)) determines a del Pezzo quinticsurface S�L ⊂ P5 containing the Gale transform ��. The surface S�L has apencil of conics (which are the images of conics containing �L). The pencil ofplanes spanned by these conics build up a Segre threefold VL containing S�L .
The Segre threefold VL does not depend on the pencil L ( the proof is thesame as for Lemma 1 of the third section ). Therefore we have a family of delPezzo quintic surfaces in P5, each containing �� and they all are contained ina �xed Segre threefold V � P1 × P2 ⊂ P5. Recall that any del Pezzo surfaceon V is a divisor of type (1, 2) whose union with a plane of V is the completeintersection of V with a quadric of P5.
Lemma. If L and L are general, then πL(S�L ∩ S�L ) is a quartic of L.
Proof. The union of S�
L
with any plane of V is cut out by some quadric of P5,
hence πL(S�L ∪ S�L) is contained in a plane sextic which splits in a conic �,containing �L , and a quartic of L. Hence, to complete the proof, it suf�ces tonote that ifL andL are general, then S�L does not contain the conic�. �
We are ready to prove the theorem.
Proof. The �rst statement is a direct consequence of the last lemma because ifwe choose three general pencils L, L1 and L2, then the set S�L ∩ S�L1 ∩ S�L2is the base locus of L in S�L which is ��. To conclude the �rst part of thestatement it suf�ces to recall that both S�L1 and S�L2 are residual to a �xedplane � ⊂ V in the intersection of V with suitable quadrics.
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To prove the converse, we observe that the union of 12 general points with aplane of P5 is always contained in a Segre threefold (which is cut out by threequadrics). The remaining three quadrics containing�∪�� cut on V a net F ofdivisors of type (1,2).
Claim. The general member of this net is smooth.
Proof of the claim. By Bertini, the singular set is contained in � ∪ �� .Furthermore, as in the proof of Lemma 3 of the last section, the general memberof F is smooth at the points of �� (the codimension of �� equals the dimensionof F ). Finally, recall that, if a divisor (1, 2) is singular at some point p ∈ V ,then the divisor contains the unique line of V through p not contained in �p(the unique plane of V containing p). Hence, if two such surfaces are bothsingular at a point, then they share a line which, by hypothesis, is not containedin the base locus ofL. Thus if we choose surfaces which are singular at differentpoints of �, then general linear combination of such divisors is smooth at allpoints of �.Therefore, the general member of F is a smooth del Pezzo quintic surface whichcan be identi�ed with S�L for a suitable pencil L. The family F cuts on S�La pencil of curves whose moving part is L and whose base locus is �� . Weconclude the proof by the proposition proved in the �rst section. �
5. A result concerning the Gale transform of sets in higher Veronese sur-faces.
Consider a set of 7 points in P3. By Goppas theorem we know that theGale transform is contained in a conic iff:
a) the original set is contained in a quadric cone;b) the Gale transformation consists in a projection from the vertex of the cone.
In this section we are going to generalize this simple fact to sets of pointscontained in higher Veronese surfaces.Let us introduce the following notations. Let Vd denote the Veronesesurface of degree d2 and let � ⊂ Vd be a general set of points. As above,we will denote by �� the Gale transform of �.Consider two smooth plane curves C and C � such that C ∩ C � = � ∪ � ,where � is a general set of deg(C) deg(C �) − deg(�) points. Let XC,C� be therational surface obtained by mapping the blow up P2(�) via the linear series
|H 0(I
�
(deg(C) + deg(C �)− d − 3))| Let n = deg(C) + deg(C �)− d − 3.
Lemma. The Gale transform �� of � is contained in the surface XC,C� .
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Proof. Goppas theorem shows that �� is the image of � with respect to thelinear series |(d(C) − d − 3)l + �| on C . But |(d(C) − d − 3)l + �| �
|(d(C) + d(C �)− d − 3)l − �| and the lemma follows. �
Remark. In general, h := h0(I
�
(n)) is bigger than s , thus �� spans a s-dimensional subspace W of Ph .
Theorem. If d > (d+2)(d+1)2 , then �� is contained in a cone K over a Veronesesurface Vd of degree d2, and the Gale transformation of �� onto � is inducedby the projection from the vertex ofK.
Proof. We choose the degrees of the curves C and C � such that δ := n − d ≥max{d(C), d(C �)} and we consider a general curve D in |H 0(I
�
(δ))|. (D issmooth by the condition on the degrees.)The subseries of |H 0(I
�
(n))| consisting of curves containing D de�nes a linear
space K of codimension (d+2)(d+1)2 + 1 in Ph , and it is clear that its intersectionwith W := span(��) is proper. Such a subseries cuts on XC,C� a linear systemwhose moving part is the proper transform of the complete linear series of planecurves of degree d . Set K := K ∩ W ⊂ W � Ps and consider a general linearsubspace Z ⊂ Ps of dimension r . Consider the projection πK from K to Z . Asits restriction over XC,C� is the complete linear series of plane curves of degreed , we have that πK (XC,C� ) � Vd , hence XC,C� is contained in the cone K over
πK (XC,C� ). But XC,C� contains ��, which is then contained in the cone K withbase πK (XC,C� ) � Vd and vertex K . Finally, the composition of π−1C,C� with πKis the identity on the plane hence the projection from the vertex ofK pulls back
�� to �. �
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